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CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 68.

  God's Alive In Every Man!

The spot on words of the Linda Musgrove song would tell us.
     
     ''What have we been lookin for, what have we been waiting for, don't we know it's now at hand.
We are now awaking, to a fact that's true, God's alive in every man!''

     In our last article Part 67 we mentioned that the change up that God is performing in His people is far
from over, He is still taking away the first to establish the second.  Quite often in our experience we are
inclined to get settled & we think we are close to having it all & then we are suddenly brought to an
abrupt halt in our thinking.  One thing we are all learning & that is our Father is always moving on in His
temple, His true church.  Incidentally the way that I personally am seeing the church is not quite the way
that many would see it.  Most would describe it as a body of men who come together to worship God.  I
personally,  no doubt along with others would describe it  as a universal temple of worship, a cosmic
temple which is in the heart of  every man & not limited to a body of a few that would congregate
occasionally or even regularly.  Those who God is interested in today & has always been the case is every
man, are we not told that ''He tasted death for every man.''  Lately & as always God is broadening our
scope in our understanding of ALL MEN in that  He is in every man in a greater way than we to date
thought.   To understand this  more fully we need to  leave our  father & mother or  the kindergarten
perception of rites - which for ourselves were for a season only - & advance into the understanding that
the reason for our  lowering is to be raised again fully  & to receive what the Father of all spirits is
wanting to share more greatly with us today.  Which is that all men are in a God given, God planned
relationship with Him. 
     
     ''Now he is not the God of the dead but of the living: for all men are living to him''   Luke 20:38. Bible
In Basic English.         
     ''Now He is not the God of the dead, but of the living, for to Him  all men are alive [whether in the
body or out of it] and they are alive [not dead] unto Him [in definite relationship to Him].''  Luke 20:38.
Amp.  
      It is very wonderful when we understand that Father is completely in charge of all men & all are in the
exact place where God wants them, in saying this we must remind ourselves that even though we have
been lowered & are at the moment not fully aware of our past existence, God is fully aware of all things
& knows exactly what we need.  We of course can debate on the pros & cons but remember we are
dealing with a great & mighty God who is fully in charge of the overall plan of all things in the mighty
universe both spiritually & physically even though we may not yet fully understand we know by faith that
all is planned even right down to the finest detail even in this realm of  planned disobedience.  Rom
11:32.  Are we yet able to receive this?  
      And so we praise God that the many, the all men God will ''have mercy on them all alike''  ''Oh the
depth of the riches and wisdom and knowledge of God'' verse 33.   ''For who has known the mind of
the Lord'' verse 34.  ''For from Him and through Him and to Him are all things. [For all things
originate with Him and come from Him; all things live through Him, and all things center in and tend
to consummate and to end in Him.] To Him be glory forever! Amen (so be it).''  Rom 11:36. Amp.

     ''And it shall be, in the place where it was said to them, You are not My people, there it shall be said to
them, You are the sons of the living God.''  Hos 1:10b.  MKJV.   

 And so we realise that God is alive in every man!
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Spiritual Apartheid!
I have of late been exercised with the meaning of apartheid which is a policy or system of segregation or
discrimination of race or peoples with life styles & opinions other than our own.  I feel that to segregate
ourselves from any of the human race because of where they are - spiritually or otherwise - is to commit a
type of spiritual apartheid & in doing so we are certainly not in keeping with the opinion & spirit of our
LOVING FATHER.  ''For God so loved the WORLD.''  I ask the question; Name me one race or person
that  God  has  alienated  Himself  or  cut  Himself  from?   If  He  did  would  this  not  be  segregation  or
discrimination?  Would we dare to accuse our loving heavenly Father of spiritual apartheid?  Many do!!
Would it be good if we all aimed a little higher in our experience that God has in His love for all men, for
every person in creation no matter where or who they are now even at this moment?  There are guides
observing you right now, that are helping to promote this further understanding in open hearts, Daniel
would call them watchers & holy ones Dan 4:17 & 23. Amp, the writer of Hebrews would refer to the
spirits of the righteous, who have been  made perfect Heb 12:23,  He would also tell us that we are
surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses - or the host of heaven - Dan 7:13, Rev 1:7.  Furthermore the
angels are active & have their very vital part in this also.  No we are not alone, many unseen watchers &
guides are involved in our activities, maybe much more than we realise.  So a further understanding or a
realising, a forming within ourselves of the further meaning of all men is taking place, the great apostle
Paul would give us the following. 
      
    ''you for whom I am again, as it were, undergoing the pains of childbirth, until Christ is fully formed
within you.''  Gal 4:19.  Weymouth.  This is what is happening right now our Father is in the throes of
fully forming Himself both in our spirits & understanding the further plan of God concerning All Men!

Winning!
     
''History is replete with tales of famous battles.  Those who compile the chronicles name the winners &
the losers with great certainty.  But that hardly does justice to the immense sense of loss suffered by either
side whenever they incur so much as a single casualty.  In war there are no winners.  Indeed the outcome
of  any  conflict  can  only  involve  stress  &  sorrow  for  every  participant.  Thus  the  only  way  is  a
compromise, one that allows all to feel as if they have won something.''  
      
     The above is something that I run across recently written by someone from whom I occasionally glean
a few words of wisdom.  Winning in the son-ship realm is a progressing of the awareness of our true
identity.  This will solve a lot of problems within ourselves first & then there will be a carry over to our
corporate  selves,  namely  in  relationships.  In  my  opinion  the  only  way  that  this  could  possibly  be
accomplished is if we take the mind & attitude of our Father & are assured that it is the spirit of love
guiding us then we must surely be assured that we have gained & are  winning.    When we mention
compromise we do not infer that we give up the understanding of what is real to us in God right now; No!
We are meaning a compromise or change in all of our attitudes & this ought to be a permeation of His
love within us for & to the body of Christ.

Where Are You Living? Follow And I Will Show You!

''And Jesus turned around and saw them following him, and he said to them, What do you want? They
said to him, Rabbi (Teacher),  where do you live?  He said to them, Come, and you will see. And they
came and saw where he stayed, and they remained with him that day; and it was about the tenth hour.
John 1:38-39. Lamsa.   
     These two disciples were it would seem Andrew & Peter & they remained with Him  all that day!
Looking at this from the spiritual perspective I would say that this day they heard things not so much with
their natural ears but with their spiritual sense - in their true Christ identity - things that were new, yet old,
recognised truths,  they received an initiation into where Jesus Christ  lived in a reality,  an immortal
reality, one that did not pass away. ''but there is One Who has come down from heaven--the Son of Man
[Himself], Who is (dwells, has His home) in heaven.'' John 3:13b. Amp.  What things did they begin to
realise, what teachings were imparted to them?  The same question could be asked of each of us even
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today.   Where are we living today?  Our answer from the Spirit of our Christ would be follow me and ''I
will show you great and mighty things which you know not''  Jer 33:3.
     If we would first ask ourselves, where are we dwelling?  Then we would similarly as the disciples did,
be asking the Christ the same question, most reading this today would simply ask the Christ within us;
Where do you dwell, what heights are our true reality?  The invitation is & will always be, come & see!!
Such is the invitation to each & every one of us today.
     ''He answered, "Come with me and you will see." So the two men went with him. They saw the place
where he was staying, and they stayed there with him that day. It was about four o'clock.''  John 1:39.
ERV. 
   The thought that comes to my mind is persistence, only recently I read this quite interesting & very
applicable quip.

Success consists of going from failure to failure without the loss of enthusiasm.  

     Our Christ following experience is full of vicissitudes.  Now no one knows the full truth until they
become the truth & this will not happen until we have gone through the vicissitudes or the many ups &
downs of life & have by the inner Christ-self conquered all.  The above quip is so true as when we are
going through these ups & downs we can avail ourselves of the wonderful spirit of grace & that spiritual
enthusiasm is renewed in us by, & only by the love that supersedes all other love.  Where are you living
Lord?  The answer would come back to us, follow Me & I will show you!  Dare we step into the river that
Ezekiel spoke of?  Incidentally it would be good for each of us to remember that  ''The higher we soar the
smaller we appear to those who cannot fly.'' 

The Goal Of Christ For Every Man!
Is The opening Of Our Prison Of Duality & Uncertainty! 

Our great & loving Father is interested in the releasing of the spirits of all men from the torment of
uncertainty & duality of thinking.  He is reaching & preaching to the spirits of all mankind who are still in
the regions of torment – hades, that which is unseen & unreal to us - in their thinking & have not yet
realised that as Christ told us already it is finished & is wanting us to realise where & who we are & what
has already been accomplished within every man through that same Christ  who is in reality our true
identity.  
     ''Therefore He says, "When He ascended up on high, He led captivity captive and gave gifts to men."
(Now that He ascended, what is it but that He also descended first into the lower parts of the earth?   He
who descended is the same also as He who ascended up far above all heavens, that He might fill all
things.)'' Eph 4:8-10. MKJV.  That He might fill all things so very, very significant, all men are included.

     As Christ once descended into the depths of the earth,  He is once again descending into the lowest
parts of our earth the personal regions of our lowered consciousness so that He may take us captive in
our understanding & raise us up on high to be released into a higher consciousness, many, many are still
wandering in a great deal of spiritual uncertainty, this is at the moment being rectified.  He is going to
have all men part of the fact of the saying ''that He might fill all things''
  
     ''in which also He went and preached to the spirits in prison,  to disobeying ones, when once the
long-suffering of God waited in the days of Noah, while the ark was being prepared (in which a few, that
is, eight souls were saved through water);  which figure now also saves us, baptism; not a putting away
of the filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good conscience toward God, by the resurrection of Jesus
Christ;''  1Pe 3:19-21. MKJV.  The Amplified would tell us ''but by providing you with the answer of a
good and clear conscience.''

     As Christ went & preached to the spirits in prison in the lowest parts of earth so He is speaking to us
all in our lowly earthly prison of duality & the lie of supposed guilt & sin.  We who had once been
disobedient in our days of old & who also think that because of our tendency to disobedience that we are
now not yet fully free from the past & not fully a partaker of the grace of our ever loving Father; the spirit
would say to us that this is wrong & I declare to us all today we have been set free, not so much from the
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outward body by a natural bathing - washing - but to clear you with an inner knowing of a cleansing of
our consciousness that sin & duality have been dealt with  ''by the washing of the water by the word''  &
if we will receive it, the lie of sin - our mistaken identity - has been far, far removed even ''as far as the
east is from the west.''  A disrupted or misled conscience is a lie from the ''god of this world'' which is
non other than man in his lowered humanity ''ye shall be as gods''  Gen 3:5.
 
     ''unto the end that we should all attain to the unity of the faith and of the realization of the son of
God, to a mature man, to the measure of the stature of the complement of the Christ,  that we may by no
means still be minors, surging hither and thither and being carried about by every wind of teaching, by
human caprice, by craftiness with a view to the systematizing of the deception."  Now, being true, in love
we should be making all grow into Him, Who is the Head – Christ."  Eph 4:13-15.  Concordant Literal.  

     When mentioning every wind of teaching or doctrine we can understand that this could throw some if
we are still thinking in the holy place, second day or pentecostal way of thinking.  In the most holy place
or third day understanding our mighty Father is still taking away the first to establish the second & so
there must be a change up in our thinking to keep up with what God is doing today; Our Jesus Christ
who is God manifested is never standing still, God has yet more for us before the finality of our great
climax of ''in the twinkling of an eye we shall be changed'' would come to pass.

     The KJV would tell us in verse13 ''Till we come in the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the
Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ:'' 

    This may seem to some far out of our grasp, in our last copy Part 67.  The Best Will Be Last!  We
quoted  '' Who wills that all mankind be saved and come into a realisation of the truth.''  1Tim 2:4. CLV.
If God wills something who can change it?  Further to this I would like to add these two following
verses. 
     ''God is working in you to make you willing and able to obey him.'' Php 2:13.  CEV.

     ''For it is God who works in you both to will and to do of His good pleasure.''  Php 2:13. MKJV. 
     
     I feel that as we look at the truth of these three verses what wonderful confidence we can & must have
in Him as our true inner self would respond to a God who lies not.  This next phrase is partly taken from
something that I read quite recently.
     ''There is more wisdom in your body, within your true self that responds to truth than in your
deepest & wisest philosophy.'' 
 
      Our Father is still opening the prison doors; The lie of spiritual captivity, in the reality of the truth of
Christ it simply does not exist.  Please allow me to use this analogy; If sickness was a true reality - as
some would  think  -  it  could  never  be  changed  or  healed.   Such  it  is  also  with  with  other  spiritual
misunderstandings.  
     ''The spirit of the Lord is on me, because I am marked out by him to give good news to the poor; he
has sent me to make the broken-hearted well, to say that the prisoners will be made free, and that those
in chains will see the light again;''   Isa 61:1. Bible In Basic English.  I would add only by knowing
where the illusion lies!!
     
     ''The spirit of My Lord Yahweh is on Me, because Yahweh anoints Me to bear tidings to the humble.
He sends Me to bind up the broken hearted, to herald to captives, liberty, and, to the blind, the unclosing
of the eyes, and, to the bound, to take the jubilee,''  Isa 61:1. Concordant Literal.

     The following is the open declaration of Jesus to all alike in the synagogue at Nazareth.

     ''The Spirit of the Lord [is] upon Me, because He has anointed Me [the Anointed One, the Messiah] to
preach the good news (the Gospel) to the poor; He has sent Me to announce release to the captives and
recovery of sight to the blind, to send forth as delivered those who are oppressed [who are downtrodden,
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bruised, crushed, and broken down by calamity],   To proclaim the accepted and acceptable year of the
Lord [the day when salvation and the free favors of God profusely abound].''  Luke 4:18-19.  Amp. 
     
     Whereas the Amplified above would say ''deliver those that are oppressed''  the Concordant would tell
us ''To dispatch the oppressed with a pardon.''  With a pardon this applies to each & every one of us.
Our mighty Lord is  still  descending into our lowered consciousness to  transport  & release us into a
higher consciousness so that He will fill all things.

    ''I told you that you would die in your sins. Yes, if  you don't believe that I AM, you will die in your
sins."  John 8:24.  Easy To Read Version.  We can quite legitimately exchange the word sins for ''our
mistaken identity.''   I want us all to take into account that this was written before the resurrection so
dying in our mistaken identity has a flip side to it when we read what Paul would tell us in Rom 6.
  
     ''But thank God, though you were once slaves of sin, you have become obedient with all your heart to
the standard of teaching in which you were instructed and to which you were committed.  And having
been set free from sin, you have become the servants of righteousness (of conformity to the divine will in
thought, purpose, and action).''  Rom 6:17-18. Amp.  Do we realise that Paul was teaching the Roman
Christians of that day that even in the holy place, pentecostal era, that their sin or mistaken identity had
been dealt with & that even then they had  ''been set free.''  How much more to us in this third day
understanding!! 
     ''But now since you have been set free from sin and have  become the slaves of God.''  Rom 6:22a.
Amp.  I  would  interpret  the  word  since to  mean,  since  their  understanding  &  acceptance  of  the
resurrection that they had become the slaves of God.  How much more does this mean to us today?
     
     Those of us who are in this way of understanding did not come into it because we chose it ourselves,
''you have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and ordained you......I have chosen you out of the
world, therefore the world hates you.''  We must not be vain in our thinking that we in this humanistic
flesh consciousness world had anything to do with it at all, we as human beings are in no way capable of
making such a choice & giving ourselves these unworldly spiritual revelations; No! It is only by the
wonderful grace of God that He is opening or has opened up our understanding & has placed, or is now
having us realise that the most holy place is in God's temple which is who you are, one thing that we can
be assured of is that God is really interested in is His great temple in our  most holy place, YOU & I, both
singular & corporate.  Now I ask the question, if Christ has chosen us into this most wonderful way, do
we have enough confidence to think that He is able to  finish that which He has started?   I personally
would be more than encouraged by the  words from our great men of God below.
     
     ''And I am convinced and sure of this very thing, that He Who began a good work in you will continue
until the day of Jesus Christ  [right up to  the time of His return], developing [that  good work]  and
perfecting and bringing it to full completion in you.'' Php 1:6. Amp.

    ''For though the Lord is high, yet has He  respect to the lowly [bringing them into fellowship with
Him]; but the proud and haughty He knows and recognizes [only] at a distance.  Though I walk in the
midst of trouble, You will revive me; You will stretch forth Your hand against the wrath of my enemies,
and Your right hand will save me.   The Lord  will perfect that which concerns me; Your  mercy and
loving-kindness, O Lord, endure forever--forsake not the works of Your own hands.'' Psa. 138:6-8. Amp.

      '' I will cry to God Most High, Who performs on my behalf and rewards me [Who brings to pass His
purposes for me and surely completes them]!''  Psa 57:2.  Amp.  Would these promises be given by a
God of integrity if He did not mean to keep them.  I trow  not!! 

The Future!

Wherever we may think that our future lies, the will of the Father will be done in our lives.  Why?  The
reason being is that He has planted His Son within us to make sure that it happens.  We each of us need to
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open ourselves to the truth that the spirit of God dwells in each & every one of us & above all things we
need to stop believing this so called theological teaching of Christendom that God deserts you in your
moment of erring or as some would still ignorantly term sinning.  May God forbid it; Is it not then that we
need his grace & presence the most?  God cannot & will not ever desert His own NEVER.  Contrary to
the popular belief of some, our God manifested in flesh does not keep records of our failings & has no
memory of our past transgressions.  The law or the Pharisaical attitude desires its pound of flesh  - an eye
for an eye - & would require justice,  even vengeance; Whereas Jesus clearly demonstrated pardon; for
one the woman taken in adultery  ''Neither do I condemn you go & sin no more.''  Our dependence
needs  to  be  shifted  from the  outer  world  gradually to  the  kingdom within,  & our  material  state  of
consciousness to that spiritual consciousness which is ''the glory that I had with you before the world
was.''
     The above would perhaps raise the question with some where the old testament phrase tells us that
God  cannot  look  upon  sin, we  perhaps  in  our  ignorance  or  even  in  a  Pharisaical  outlook  would
immediately take on this thought, thinking that it would prove to us that if we fail that we are forsaken,
this is definitely not so & we will endeavour to show you what I feel is at least one of the very pertinent
factors why it is part of the thinking of the Christendom of churchianity.   A verse with which most of us
are more than familiar with is. 
     ''And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani? which is,  being
interpreted, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?'' Mark 15:34. ASV.  
     The words 'being interpreted' used by Mark is another way of saying 'which means' to explain the
translation from one Aramaic dialect to another.  My 1933 Aramaic Lamsa edition which is taken from the
ancient Eastern manuscripts would tell us in the Mark 15:34 verse  ''My God, My God, for this I was
spared.'' 
      Now the reason we are going into this discourse is that so many think that God would forsake them in
their hour of need & this is one of the main reasons for it, that is if the Father would leave Jesus the man
in His hour of need what hope do we have.  I wish to say in very godly forcefulness that at no time did
Jesus ever cease to be God manifested.  Our Father who is Spirit came to redeem mankind Himself, yes
our wonderful Father - Spirit - came Himself in the Son.  The Father did not bow out at the cross & leave
the Son as a scapegoat which is so very much taught & ingrained in so many today.  The below text is
from a much more modern Lamsa version, which is saying exactly the same thing as above.
     
     ''And at the ninth hour, Jesus cried out with a loud voice, and said, Eli, Eli, Lmana, shabachthani!
which means, My God, my God, for this I was kept!''  Mar 15:34.  Lamsa N.T. 
     
     Jesus as a man was very much like us.  When at times we have felt forsaken, this is when He carries us
& there is only one set of footprints as the well known painting would depict.  Were we forsaken in our
hour of need?  No never!  Yet no doubt we very much felt it so, this experience was given no doubt to
develop our character.  So Jesus as man I see was experiencing a crisis as we at times do, but we must
consider that with  the experience of Jesus there cannot be a true comparison with His & our ordeal. 

     ''And the hour the ninth cried the Jesus with a voice loud, saying: Eloi, Eloi; lamma sabachthani?
which is being translated: The God of me, the God of me; to what me hast thou left?''  Mark 15:34.
Diaglott-  NT.   In  reading  the  Diaglott  we  can  easily  see  why there  has  been  confusion  in  many
translations.
    ''At three o'clock Jesus cried out loudly, "Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani." This means "My God, my God,
why have you left me alone?" Mar 15:34.  ERV.  Please notice that here He asks the question; notice He
does not make the statement that He was alone, this is when Jesus was tasting death for every man, what
an ordeal.  Once again like ourselves because we feel something does not necessarily make it true.  Are
we not thankful for the cross?

The Language Of The Early Church!

The following is copied from part of the preface of the 1968 edition of the Lamsa Bible that I have in my
possession.  This was first published in 1933.
    ''Many who have their  roots in basic western theology are not aware that in the first century the
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language of Jesus & His followers was Aramaic & Hebrew.  Modern scholarship would tell us that the
originals of the four gospels & other parts of the New Testament were written in Greek; this is disputed by
the Church of the East & by some noted Western scholars.  Regardless of which view one may accept,
Aramaic speech is an underlying factor & it is unquestionably true that documents written in Aramaic
were drawn on by writers of the New Testament, the basic inspired form of the Christian message.'' 
     Also in the preface written on  April 5, 1957.  Another important Head of a very high church in the
East writes.  ''We wish to state, that the Church of the east received the scriptures from the hand of the
blessed  Apostles  themselves  in  the  Aramaic  original,  the  language  spoken by the  Lord  Jesus  Christ
himself, and that the Peshitta is the text of the Church of the East which has come down from Biblical
times without any change or revision.''
     There is much, much more that could be said here but this will suffice to enthuse you to do some
searching either  on the internet  or  in  the the library.   If  you google  [the language of  Jesus & His
disciples] you should be more than either surprised or satisfied.
     So as the spirit would guide us into all truth once again the traditions of man must give way to
enlightenment.  ''I will never leave you or forsake you.''  Truth must prevail & the truth is that a loving
Father is breaking all traditions that would have us think that He is a rogue that would bring us to a high
place & then because of some error of our mistaken identity would dump us & then insinuate a type of
religious penance to climb their way back to a God who had supposedly left them.  Oh how I love the
truth of a loving Spirit - the Father - that was manifested in His Son to tell us that ''God so LOVED the
world'' and will never ever turn His back on any of us EVER.  Anything or anyone that would tell you
any different is not telling you the TRUTH.  By the way we are not addressing the subject of chastening
which is a completely different subject & cannot be used to disprove what we are sharing!!  Incidentally
God does not look upon sin in any shape or form, this is why He removed it ''once for all'' & the curtain
of the temple was rent from top to bottom - which is the type - enabling all to have access into the most
holy place within; No, God does not look upon sin neither does he recognise it in any shape or form for
it has been dealt with.  We are declaring truth as opposed to the religious traditions of the mind of man or
the god of this world which comes from man in his religious form. So God is opening our prison of the
duality of our thinking & uncertainty;  In that He is descending into the  lower parts of our earth &
taking us captive so as to release us into a higher place of knowing & understanding.

Come Up A Little Higher!
The orthodox thinking of  Christendom would  have  us  think  that  Jesus  the man was  the  saviour  of
mankind  alone  not  realising  that  at  the  cross  ''all  things  should  be  completely  reconciled  back  to
Himself, whether on earth or in heaven, as through Him, [the Father] made peace by means of the
blood of His cross.''  Col 1:20. Amp.  All things whether on earth or in heaven.  Much more than what
many realise was accomplished by means of the cross & many are only just now becoming aware of the
great  plan  not  only for  all  men but  all  things are  also  included.  The  message  that  the  third  day
experience is proclaiming to the world is that the birth of Christ must not be limited to just the  man Jesus,
He was the manifestation of the divine limitless spirit of consciousness who we in the Western world term
as God or more closely & affectionately as Our Father.  This manifestation of the Father of all spirits
eventually gives full light to every person, ''There was the true light, even the light which lighteth every
man, coming into the world.''  John 1:9.  American Standard.   In my opinion the more important part of
this man Jesus, is the everlasting effect that He has to all mankind as Spirit which is  never ending, or
eternal.  I must also mention that with any message that is being proclaimed there is a danger of going
too far, either in retraction or the elating of self.  There are some who are inclined when they realise that
they are the temple of God & the wonderful truth that they are ''partakers of the divine nature'' some
begin to feel that they are their own saviour, as with most errors this can be both right & wrong, the error
of course is overstepping the mark, we must never rely on ourselves, our reliance must always be on the
Christ the eternal one who is the centre of our being.  Our reliance will always be based on the eternal one
from whom we proceeded. 
     We experience consciousness only because we were derived from the one who is consciousness & who
is self sustained & self created.  We will never, never receive higher spiritual enlightenment in our lower
human thinking, that is from the human brain alone.  It is only understood when we are functioning in the
sense of the spiritual consciousness which is a sense far different & above our natural self.  I would also
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add this thought, it is not so much that we are going to live with Him in eternity but if we can receive it
we are right now & have been in our experience of eternity, in a never ending evolving consciousness, a
never ending experience with Him since at least - as we have more than once mentioned -  ''When the
morning stars sang together and all the sons of God shouted for joy.''  Job 38:7.  Just because we are in
an experience of a lowered consciousness & at the moment most of us have no memory of the past does
not mean it is not a part of our true spiritual memory.                                   

The New Birth!
All men are sons of God by original spiritual birth as God is Father of all, but not all men are yet sons of
God by faith. The following is I am 99% sure written by the the late most excellent writer George Hawtin.
    Quote. ''I do not want to depreciate anything that God has done for any man. We should be extremely
thankful for any experience we have had in Him, but let us abolish all opinions that would lead us to
believe that our little thimbleful of water is God's ocean, or that our little Pentecost was the Spirit without
measure or all the fullness of God.  Let us rather realise that at best we have partaken of a mere earnest of
our inheritance & that the whole inheritance still lies ahead of us. We have partaken of a few luscious
grapes from Canaan, but just beyond us lies a whole realm flowing with milk & honey & wine...... I am
convinced more & more that it is the ever increasing fullness of the Holy Spirit that produces son-ship, for
by it we are both born of God & brought to the maturity of full son-ship.'' End Quote.
     The following was given to me not long after I was by the Spirit of God Himself thrust out of the
Church scene.  One morning I was reading in Jn 3:3 & when I read the word again the spirit very quietly
said, open your concordance, I thinking that I already knew the answer ignored this, this happened a
second time & thinking it may have been my own thought I ignored it a second time then to my dismay a
shout an order almost audible from within came, this time there was no hesitation & in doing so this is
what I was given.  In Strong-s the word AGAIN is depicted as  # G509 anothen  an'-o-then.  From G507;
from above; by analogy from the first; by implication  anew: - from above, again, from the  beginning
(very first), the top.   At first this did not mean much to me, then as I began to look at the words, from the
beginning, from the very first, & from the top, something began to register within.  The beginning &
the very first initial originality of our experience is that we were ''created in Christ Jesus''  Eph 2:10.
The original is created & not as some suppose recreated.  Where were we first created in spiritual form?
In Christ in the very beginning!  So this word anothen is telling us much more than what we were seeing
in our second day or holy place experience.  As most of us know our  most holy place experience is
vitally related to the grasping of the Gen1:27 understanding of this experience.  In realising that our most
holy place acceptance of this, from the BEGINNING, from the VERY FIRST, from the TOP which really
means a new further awakening on our earlier perception which was our alpha & not the omega of our
full new birth.   There is an omega understanding or a great end or finality, or wind up which is eventually
found in the fullness of our most holy place experience.  From the beginning, from the very first.  From
the top which even today in musical terms denotes from the very start of the song.  This to some of us
means a  new awakening, a  new realisation, a new recognition, a  new awareness, an illumination, a
rejuvenation & a regeneration, of that which we formerly accepted as what we ignorantly, mistakenly
thought was the fullness of our complete birth.  This fullness is what God is bringing every man into by
the Christ in them!

God Is Alive In Every Man!

Ralph Knowles,  May.  2014.  

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

If we have been prone to human error in this article it is not purposely, & I trust that a little kindness would allow for any fault
& that we will consider & imbibe the better or spiritual part of that which is presented & intended. RWK.  
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